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This is difficult matter:This is difficult matter:

-no textbooks-no textbooks
-involved authors use different notations and variants in the math-involved authors use different notations and variants in the math
-no reference-no reference
-most information in memos and software-most information in memos and software

Essentially, this is only math :-(Essentially, this is only math :-(

So why bother?So why bother?

-mathematically and conceptually clean representation of measurement process -mathematically and conceptually clean representation of measurement process 
-current software such as Casa implements it-current software such as Casa implements it
-future instruments and software will use it-future instruments and software will use it
-concepts can help to understand the instrument-concepts can help to understand the instrument
-doesn't hurt to have a look-doesn't hurt to have a look



   

Literature:Literature:

-The original papers:-The original papers:
““Understanding Radio Polarimetry: I. Mathematical foundations”, Hamaker, Understanding Radio Polarimetry: I. Mathematical foundations”, Hamaker, 

Bregman & Sault, 1996, A&AS, 117, 137Bregman & Sault, 1996, A&AS, 117, 137
““Understanding Radio Polarimetry: II. Instrumental calibration of an Understanding Radio Polarimetry: II. Instrumental calibration of an 

interferometer array”, Sault, Hamaker & Bregman,  1996, A&AS, 117, 149interferometer array”, Sault, Hamaker & Bregman,  1996, A&AS, 117, 149

-Memos from Jan Noordam:-Memos from Jan Noordam:
““The Measurement Equation of a Generic Radio Telescope”, The Measurement Equation of a Generic Radio Telescope”, 

http://www.astron.nl/~noordam/aips++/185.pshttp://www.astron.nl/~noordam/aips++/185.ps
““Some practical aspects of the matrix-based measurement equation of a Some practical aspects of the matrix-based measurement equation of a 

generic radio telescope”, AIPS++ implementation note nr 182, generic radio telescope”, AIPS++ implementation note nr 182, 
http://www.astron.nl/aips++/docs/notes/182/182.htmlhttp://www.astron.nl/aips++/docs/notes/182/182.html





   

Short reminder of Jones matrices:Short reminder of Jones matrices:

Electromagnetic waves are represented by a vector:Electromagnetic waves are represented by a vector:

External effects such as absorption, rotation of polarisation plane, conversion External effects such as absorption, rotation of polarisation plane, conversion 
from linear to circular polarisation are represented by 2x2 matrices:from linear to circular polarisation are represented by 2x2 matrices:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jones_calculus:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jones_calculus:



   

Block diagram of an interferometer:Block diagram of an interferometer:

The field at each antenna The field at each antenna 
requires a 2-vector, but the requires a 2-vector, but the 
correlated quantity requires correlated quantity requires 
a 4-vector.a 4-vector.

Here, p and q represent Here, p and q represent 
generalised orthogonal generalised orthogonal 
coordinates (XX & YY, or coordinates (XX & YY, or 
RCP & LCP).RCP & LCP).



   

Introducing the coherence vector, e:Introducing the coherence vector, e:

The coherence vector is the Kronecker product (outer product, direct product, The coherence vector is the Kronecker product (outer product, direct product, 
tensor product?) of two Jones vectors:tensor product?) of two Jones vectors:

(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kroneckerprodukt)(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kroneckerprodukt)

Most important property here:Most important property here:

Note that indices indicate 2-vectors and 2x2 matrices, and symbols with no index Note that indices indicate 2-vectors and 2x2 matrices, and symbols with no index 
represent 4-vectors and 4x4 matrices.represent 4-vectors and 4x4 matrices.





   

Matrices can be defined in different coordinate systems, and can be Matrices can be defined in different coordinate systems, and can be 
transformed from one to the other, depending on telescope transformed from one to the other, depending on telescope 
properties:properties:

Transformation from Stokes to linearTransformation from Stokes to linear

Transformation from Stokes to circularTransformation from Stokes to circular

Transformation matrices:Transformation matrices:

In general:In general:





   

Now the signal undergoes several modifications in its path from the Now the signal undergoes several modifications in its path from the 
sky to the final measured product (Hamaker, Bregman, Sault 1996):sky to the final measured product (Hamaker, Bregman, Sault 1996):

F – faraday rotationF – faraday rotation
T – atmospheric attenuation (not in diagram)T – atmospheric attenuation (not in diagram)
P – parallactic angleP – parallactic angle
B – primary beam attenuation (not in diagram)B – primary beam attenuation (not in diagram)
C – feedC – feed
D – feed errorD – feed error
G – electronic gainG – electronic gain

G and D are sometimes pulled together to G and D are sometimes pulled together to 
form a receiver term, R:form a receiver term, R:



   

Hence, in one interferometer “arm”, the signal is subject to several Hence, in one interferometer “arm”, the signal is subject to several 
modifications:modifications:

We remember                                             andWe remember                                             and

And “we see immediately”:And “we see immediately”:

K is sometimes called “system matrix”K is sometimes called “system matrix”

Disclaimer: this is only true for sourcesDisclaimer: this is only true for sources
in the instrument's phase centrein the instrument's phase centre
(no directional dependence)(no directional dependence)



   

Details of some of the terms:Details of some of the terms:

FFAA (Faraday rotation) and P (Faraday rotation) and PAA (parallactic angle) (parallactic angle)

are rotation matrices:are rotation matrices:

TTAA (atmospheric attenuation) is a diagonal  (atmospheric attenuation) is a diagonal 

matrix with identical terms (why?)matrix with identical terms (why?)

DDAA (feed errors) is a matrix with small complex  (feed errors) is a matrix with small complex 

values off the diagonalvalues off the diagonal

GGAA (gain) is a simple diagonal matrix (gain) is a simple diagonal matrix

Example: point source in phase centre of ATCAExample: point source in phase centre of ATCA
(linear, on-axis feeds)(linear, on-axis feeds)

Example: point source in phase centre of VLAExample: point source in phase centre of VLA
(circular, off-axis feeds)(circular, off-axis feeds)



   

Excerpt from Casapy logger:Excerpt from Casapy logger:



   

Excerpt from Casapy logger:Excerpt from Casapy logger:



   

The primary beam term B describes the conversion from an electric The primary beam term B describes the conversion from an electric 
field to a voltage – this is somewhat more complicated:field to a voltage – this is somewhat more complicated:

Here DHere DAA is position-independent (how useful!) and the off-diagonal  is position-independent (how useful!) and the off-diagonal 

terms of Eterms of EAA((rr) are negligible in most cases. This assumes that the bulk ) are negligible in most cases. This assumes that the bulk 

of the leakage is position-independent, which is mostly true.of the leakage is position-independent, which is mostly true.

Then, for an idealised Gaussian beam shape (double primes indicate Then, for an idealised Gaussian beam shape (double primes indicate 
coordinates of the voltage beam, which may be different from the phase coordinates of the voltage beam, which may be different from the phase 
centre, or antenna pointing direction)centre, or antenna pointing direction)

The sky rotation can be separated:The sky rotation can be separated:

EEAA ' can further be divided into a position-dependent and ' can further be divided into a position-dependent and 

position-independent part:position-independent part:



   

So far all effects were antenna-based, but there are some (small) baseline-So far all effects were antenna-based, but there are some (small) baseline-
based effects, which can be treated as follows.based effects, which can be treated as follows.

-”Correlator offsets” and receiver noise are added to the signal: A-”Correlator offsets” and receiver noise are added to the signal: AABAB

-Decorrelation depends on baseline length and observing direction: M-Decorrelation depends on baseline length and observing direction: MABAB

-Van Vleck correction, arising from signal quantisation: X-Van Vleck correction, arising from signal quantisation: XABAB

ThereforeTherefore

However, the elements of XAB are equal for modern correlators, resulting However, the elements of XAB are equal for modern correlators, resulting 
in a skalar multiplication, and the elements of MAB are commonly smallin a skalar multiplication, and the elements of MAB are commonly small
(but wide-field VLBI observers beware!)(but wide-field VLBI observers beware!)



   

Order of matrices:Order of matrices:

-The order is in general important and represents the sequence of effects-The order is in general important and represents the sequence of effects
-Matrices do not in general commute, but:-Matrices do not in general commute, but:

-Purely multiplicative matrices (e.g. T) commute with all others-Purely multiplicative matrices (e.g. T) commute with all others
-Diagonal matrices with unequal elements commute with one another (G, P-Diagonal matrices with unequal elements commute with one another (G, P°°) ) 
-Purely rotational matrices (P-Purely rotational matrices (P++) commute with one another) commute with one another

-Examples:-Examples:
-T and G can be pulled together if direction-independent-T and G can be pulled together if direction-independent
-If E is diagonal, it commutes with the Stokes vector, and a correction can -If E is diagonal, it commutes with the Stokes vector, and a correction can 

      be applied in the image plane      be applied in the image plane



   

Alternative form of the Measurement EquationAlternative form of the Measurement Equation
(Hamaker 2000, A&AS, 143, 515)(Hamaker 2000, A&AS, 143, 515)

Antenna signals are modified by Jones matrices:Antenna signals are modified by Jones matrices:

However, the coherency vector is now a coherency matrix, leading to slightly However, the coherency vector is now a coherency matrix, leading to slightly 
different notation:different notation:



   

Alternative form of the Measurement EquationAlternative form of the Measurement Equation
(Hamaker 2000, A&AS, 143, 515)(Hamaker 2000, A&AS, 143, 515)

This representation is more compact, but essentially represents the same thing. This representation is more compact, but essentially represents the same thing. 
Some vocal individuals have strong opinions on which form to use.Some vocal individuals have strong opinions on which form to use.

Other properties of the Measurement Equation formalism are the same, in Other properties of the Measurement Equation formalism are the same, in 
particular the Jones matrices.particular the Jones matrices.

Personally I think that mixed Stokes terms are a bit awkward.Personally I think that mixed Stokes terms are a bit awkward.


